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Как Председатель Комитета по осуществлению неотъемлемых прав
палестинского народа я хотел бы довести до Вашего сведения еще
один факт, который свидетельствует об активизации целенаправленной
политики аннексии оккупированных территорий Западного берега
правительством Израиля.

По сообщениям газет "Джеразулем пост" и "Гаарец" от 20 декаб-
ря 1984 года, оккупационные власти недавно предали гласности план
создания национальной дорожной сети для всего района оккупирован-
ного Западного берега.

В исследовании, подготовленном недавно организацией "Закон
на службе человека" - филиалом Международной комиссии юристов на
Западном берегу, которая является неправительственной организа-
цией, имеющей консультативный статус в Экономическом и Социальном
Совете, - содержится тщательный анализ этого проекта; это иссле-
дование прилагается для Вашей информации (см. приложение) 1/.

В исследовании указывается, что в этом плане, получившем наз-
вание "План строительства дорог N5 50'% предусматривается строи-
тельство 555 км новых дорог на Западном берегу, в результате чего
будет создана система дорог в направлении с востока на запад (в
отличие от существующей системы дорог в направлении с севера на
юг), что приведет к дальнейшему включению дорожной системы Запад-
ного берега в систему Израиля.

1/ Приложение имеется только на английском языке,

85-03694 /.
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Подсчитано, что строительство этих новых дорог приведет к изъя-
тию военными властями 78 000 дунамов 2/ частных земель палестинцев
и обширные площади возделываемых земель и лагеря беженцев попадут
под нож бульдозера. Осуществление этого плана повлечет за собой
также разрушение различных зданий и сооружений (ирригационные и дру-
гие проекты, частные дома, школы и фабрики).

В исследовании напоминается, что начиная с 1970 года изра-
ильское правительство уже экспроприировало тысячи дунамов земель
на оккупированных территориях для строительства дорог в направ-
лении с востока на запад, связывающих эти территории с Израилем.

В исследовании упоминается, что этот план выносился на судеб-
ное рассмотрение в израильском верховном суде, который согласно
существующей системе, введенной на Западном берегу, является по-
следней инстанцией для рассмотрения апелляции в отношении действий
военных властей. Суд отклонил апелляцию, высказав мнение о том,
что этот план соответствует интересам местного населения.

Однако в исследовании указывается, что предлагаемая система
не будет служить интересам населения 20 крупных палестинских
поселков и городов на Западном берегу; напротив, до'роги будут
обходить эти города, отрезая их население от муниципальных земель,
отведенных для развития, или земель, которые в настоящий момент
используются в сельском хозяйстве и от которых зависит население
этих городов. Ни с одним из жителей земель, по которым предпола-
гается проложить эти дороги, не были проведены консультации в
отношении этого плана.

В заключение в исследовании говорится, что поэтому этот план
следует рассматривать как самый серьезный шаг, предпринятый Израи-
лем в последнее время в направлении будущей аннексии Западного
берега, а также в качестве прямой физической угрозы землям, общи-
нам и средствам существования палестинского населения, который
направлен на содействие его эмиграции. В заключение исследова-
ния предлагается обратиться к Международному Суду с просьбой
вынести консультативное заключение в том смысле, что этот новый
план является нарушением международного права.

От имени Комитета по осуществлению неотъемлемых прав палестин-
ского народа я хотел бы с учетом вышесказанного выразить самую
серьезную озабоченность по поводу этого нового шага, предпринятого
правительством Израиля в целях аннексии Западного берега, что,
по мнению Комитета, является еще одним серьезным нарушением прав
палестинцев, влекущим за собой зловещие последствия для будущего
оккупированных территорий и для международных усилий, направлен-
ных на содействие мирному решению этого вопроса.

2/ Один дунам равен приблизительно I 000 кв»
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Я позволю себе еще раз напомнить, что как Генеральная Ассамблея,
так и Совет Безопасности неоднократно осуждали меры, принимаемые
Израилем по изменению физического характера, демографического соста-
ва, организационной структуры или статуса оккупированных территорий.
Совет Безопасности, в частности, в резолюции 4-65 (1980) заявил,
что такие меры не имеют законной силы и являются грубым нарушением
четвертой Женевской конвенции, а также представляют собой серьез-
ное препятствие на пути достижения всеобъемлющего, справедливого
и прочного мира на Ближнем Востоке, и призвал Израиль отменить их.

В заключение мне хотелось бы обратиться с просьбой распростра-
нить настоящее письмо вместе с прилагаемым к нему исследованием
в качестве документа Генеральной Ассамблеи по пункту, озаглавлен-
ному "Вопрос о Палестине", и документа Совета Безопасности.

Массамба САРРЕ
Председатель

Комитета по осуществлению неотъемлемых прав
палестинского народа
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THE ISRAELI ROAD PLAN FOR THE WEST BANK -
A QUESTION FOR THE INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE?

In 1967 Israel occupied the West Bank of Jordan as a result of
belligerent activities. It has been in occupation of this area
for 18 years. The status of Israel in the West Bank coptinues to
be that of a military occupier. The policy which Israel
practices towards the West Bank is that of cte facto annexation
with the aim (which has been repeatedly declared by Israeli
government officials including Israeli prime ministers) of
eventually annexing the West Bank which it considers as part of
the enlarged Land of Israel.

In pursuance of its declared policy, the military government -
which is the authority in control of the occupied territories -
has been following a policy of acquisition of land which has
resulted according to the latest estimates in the assumption of
effective control over 407. of the entire land area of the West
Bank. The land thus acquired is used exclusively for the Jewish
settlers in the area.

As to lands which have not been acquired, Israel has been
pursuing a policy intended to limit the use of the land not
acquired for Jewish settlers with the aim of restricting the
growth of the Palestinian population in the West Bank.

International law is clear on the point that it is the duty of
the occupying power to safeguard the interest of the local
population. International law regards as illegal any action
carried out by the occupying power which is not for the benefit
of the local population or which is not absolutely essential for
the protection of the security of the forces of the occupying
power.

The most important recent development in the furtherance of
Israel's policy of eventually annexing the occupied territory -
by restricting the growth of the local population through preven-
ting them using their agricultural land, existing installations
and resources such as wells and irrigation schemes, and from
expanding their towns and villages - is the Road Plan Number 50,
which provides for a national road grid for the entire area of
the West Bank.

This road plan was published in February 1984. The plan has
already been implemented in part and restrictions are already
being imposed on the granting of building licences which contra-
vene the plan. Permission to upgrade the Fara'a irrigation
scheme, which waters over 16,000 dunums of land, by installing
pipes to reduce loss of water through evaporation, is being
withheld because the entire irrigation scheme will have to be
destroyed when the existing road, alongside which the present
canals run, is widened in accordance with the plan.

The plan has already been the subject of judicial review
before the Israeli High Court of Justice which, under the present
system imposed on the West Bank, is the court of last resort for
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appeals against the activities of the military authority. This
court has held that:

"Once the commanding officer decided to prepare an all
embracing road-plan one cannot see this as an illegal act,
especially since in the opinion of the court, this was done in
the interest of the local population."
This paper will consider whether the plan is indeed a legal

plan and will propose a course for further legal challenge of
this plan to prevent its implementation.

However, before starting with the legal flaws in the plan
under local and international law, a brief factual descriptive
background will be given.

The roads that existed in the West Bank in 1967 ran from the
North to the South along the center of the region with access
roads running laterally away from this central backbone1. Ninety-
three percent of these roads were paved. In 1970 the Israeli
government started creating east-west links with the Jordan
Valley. The Trans-Judea and Trans-Samaria roads were built for
which thousands of dunums of Palestinian land was
expropriated,oft often without providing the population with the
right to submit any objections to the building of the'se roads.
The Likud government abandoned the north-south strategy and
stressed integration of the West Bank road system into the
Israeli system. The road plan number 50 reflects this new
thinking.

The publication of the road plan in February 1984 has caused
general alarm amongst the residents of the West Bank. This is
due to the extensive damage which the plan will cause to
agriculture and industry. It is also due to the fact that the
way the roads have been designed means that Palestinian towns and
villages will be greatly restricted in their development with
many roads creating tight rings around their existing boundaries
or cutting into the urban centers, thus preventing further
expansion beyond the roads.

A thorough survey has been made of the part of road number 57
which passes from Tulkarem to Anabta and from Talluza to Ghor Al
Fara1. The road surveyed constitutes 3.3%. of the entire proposed
roads. The damage which will be caused to buildings, agricul-
ture, installations, irrigation schemes, etc. both in the path of
the road and in the area for the setback on both sides of the
road was determined with great detail. The tables appended to
this study list these damages. Reports from assessors are also
appended estimating the amount of financial loss which will be
caused by these two roads.

ONE; LS THE PLAN IN ACCORDANCE WITH LOCAL LAW?

In rhe High Court case no.393/82 where the road plan was
discussed (before the plan was actually published) it was
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acknowledged by the military authorities that the plan was done
in cooperation with Israel. The regulations published with the
plan indicate that the plan is the work of the Ministry of
Housing and Construction - Department of Public Works, Ministry
of Defence - Department of National Security Office of Planning
of General Services, and the Civilian Administration of Judea and
Samaria - Department of Planning. The plan is entitled "A
Regional Partial Outline Plan for Roads." It is clear that the
plan is the work of Israeli ministries and officials and that it
considers the West Bank area as a part of Israel for which this
road plan applies.

When notice of the publication of the plan was published in
the local newspaper in the West Bank, the plan was described as
the work of the Higher Town Planning Council. The notice stated
that publication is carried out in accordance with article 16 of
the Jordanian Town and Village Planning Law of 1966. It; is clear
that the reference to the Jordanian law is only an attempt to
present the map as being formally in accordance with local law.
Article 16 of the Jordanian law to which reference is made, does
not deal with road plans at all but with regional plans within
which roads are only one of several other matters that a regional
plan must deal with.

The military authorities have in the past published the
regional plan (referred to as the RJ5) in which roads were not
included. In fact Jordanian law has no provision for the
creation of a Single road plan for the entire area. There are
laws in the Jordanian legislation which deal with roads. The
road plan has not been consistent with these laws. Whereas
Jordanian law allows for the construction of three kinds, of roads
namely main roads of 50 meters width, secondary roads of 40
meters width, and agricultural roads of 30 meters . width
(Jordanian law number 29 of 1957 as amended by military order
810), the road plan creates four kinds of roads: fast roads of
120 meters width, main roads of 100 meters width, regional roads
of 60 meters width and local roads of 40 meters width.
Restrictions on building along each side of the road have been
imposed as follows:

150 meters from each side of the road on a fast road;
120 meters from each side of the road on a main road;
100 meters from each side of the road on a regional' road;
75 meters on each side of the road of a main local road.

The article in Jordanian law by virtue of which the road plan
is presumed to be published refers (as has been mentioned above)
to regional plans. The law states the various steps which the
Higher Town Planning Council must fulfill before finalising a
regional plan. These include thorough surveys of the topography,
demography, ownership of lands, public facilities, public instal-
lations including agricultural, industrial and housing projects
and many other matters of public concern for the.benefit of the
local population. The plan must deal with such matters as Che
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proposed development of towns and villages, industrial zones,
public places, etc. The road plan not only does not. take these
into consideration but, as the survey appended to this study
shows, will destroy altogether many of these public facilities
that lie in its course or alongside it. The law also imposes on
the planning authority the duty within a period not later than
two years from the decision to declare an area a planning zone, to
place the plan at the offices of the district planning authority
to enable the public to inspect it. - This has not been done.

The constitution of the Higher Town Planning Council according,
to Jordanian law must include the head of the Engineering Union,
the Attorney General, the head of the Housing Institute, etc.
Military Order 418 has amended the Jordanian Planning Law whereby
representatives of the local population and of indigenous
institutions who could safeguard the public's interest have been
excluded. The Council is now only composed of military officials
and judging from the plans that it has already issued the
interest it seeks to fulfill is that of the Jewish settlers and
that of Israel by creating plans for the area which further
Israel's illegal policy of d_e faciw annexation of the occupied
area to Israel. At the same time and as has been acknowledged
before the court by the military authority, the plan was prepared
in cooperation with Israel. The cost of the road plan will be
covered, as the military authority informed the High Court, in
part from the regular taxes which are collected from the local
population, and in part from Israeli sources.

The objections concerning the road plan from the point of view
of international law will be discussed next.

TWO; IS THE PLAN IN ACCORDANCE WITH INTERNATIONAL LAW?

The position that the court held in case number 392/82 was
that the Hague regulations are applicable to the West Bank but
not the Geneva Conventions. This being so the following
principles were accepted:

1. The occupying power must act according to the dictates of
the local law;
2. The two considerations which guide the behaviour of an
occupying power are those of the security of its forces and
the interest of the local population;
3. The military authority is of a temporary nature since the
military occupation is of a temporary nature;
4. The military authority is not authorized to weigh the
national, economic, or social interests of its own state.

The court also held that:
1. "When determining the range of authority of the, military
authority one ought to take into account the distinction
between a short term military government and a long term one";
2. To ensure growth and development there is a need for basic
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investments which entail permanent changes which must also
continue after the end of the military occupation. This the
court held is permitted if these changes are reasonably
necessary to fulfill the needs of the local population;
3. These basic investments may entail planning and cooperation
with partners from without the area. Such partners may be
the state of the military government itself;
4. The court is willing to accept that the commanding officer
acts honestly. Conclusive evidence is necessary in-, order to
contradict this.
5. As to the prohibition against the military commander
weighing the national, economic and social interests of his
own state (which the court accepted), the court qualified this
by adding that he is not authorised to do so in so far as
these interests have no influence on the occupying state's
security interest or on the interest of the local population.
By implication therefore the court held that he can1 do so If
the interests do have such influence.
The court's factual findings were that the plan, although

prepared in cooperation with Israel, is for the benefit of the
local population. On the question of the security justification
of the road plan, the court expressed its surprise (in fact as it
stated, its "suspicion") that the military government did not
argue before it that the plan is justifiable on security grounds
despite.the fact that in a similar case, where the same road plan
was the subject of a High Court petition before the same court,
the same military government attempted to justify the plan on the
basis of its security need. The court held: "This military need
was not mentioned at all. This approach is suspiciqus. The
military government is the same, if it presents itself in front
of this court in SCJ 202/81 and if it presents itself in the
present case. How is it possible that what is said to one set of
judges of this court is not said to us? It is suspicious."
Despite its suspicion, the court refused to let this influence
its final decision.

Critique o_f the Court' s Findings;

Many legal scholars have argued for the applicability of the
Fourth Geneva Convention of 1949 to the occupation by Israel of
the West Bank. The official position followed by most countries
of the world is that the Geneva Convention indeed applies to
Israel's occupation of the West Bank. Yet still even ijf we were
to confine our discussion to the legality of the plan in relation
to the Hague Regulations we can reach the same cqnclusion.
According to the Hague Regulations the two qverriding
considerations are the security of the armed forces of the
occupying power and the benefit of the local population. Are
these two requirements met in this case and is the plan therefore
in accordance with the law?
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Before discussing these two requirements it is necessary to
address ourselves to the other matters which the court has stated
in its decision. The court has found that provision must be made
for the fact that the occupation is a Long term one. Even if one
is to take into consideration the length of a military
occupation, the two overriding considerations mentioned above
must continue to be the determining yardstick by which the
legality of an act is determined.

However the court has not only imposed on its own account chis
added consideration of the length of the occupation; it has also
held that the longevity of the occupation will necessitate long,
term investments. The need for this does indeed follow from the
first premise. If the first premise is accepted then the second
will have to be accepted also. However the court has also added
that these basic investments may entail planning and cooperation
with partners who may be the state of the military government
itself. Such a position is open to serious challenge.

International law imposes on the occupying force the need to
safeguard the interest of the local population. This may be
(indeed will very likely be) contrary to the interest of the
occupying state. The court's ruling that long term investments
(which must in all cases be for the interest of the local popula-
tion) may be in cooperation with the state of the military
government whose interests will be contradictory to those of the
occupied state, as is evident by Israel's declared policy over
the West Bank, cannot be accepted. This is especially so when
only the state of the military government is consulted (indeed,
is the author of the entire plan as has already been mentioned)
while the local population, for whose supposed interest and
benefit the whole plan must be made, is not consulted at any
stage in the planning or preparation of the plan.

Another finding of the court as far as the law is concerned is
subject to challenge. The court has ruled that the prohibition
against the military authority weighing the national,' economic or
social interest of its own state is not absolute as jnentioned
above. This qualification is a seriou^ error, since the
prohibition imposed by international law is mandatory.

We return now to the consideration of the two main elements
that must be taken into account when assessing the legality of an
action taken by an occupying force, namely the security of the
army and the interest of the local population.

We do not propose here to discuss the security aspect because
the military authorities themselves have not based their justifi-
cation of the plan on the security aspects. This can only mean
that such a justification is not seriously considered by the
military authorities. Otherwise, it is reasonable to assume,
they would at least have argued this before the court hearing a
challenge of the road plan. This they did not do.
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MAP 1 PROPOSED ROAD NETWORK
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This is a photograph of the proposed road map as published at the offices of the
District Planning Departments. The position of the 20 kilometers of road that were
surveyed as appearing in Map 2 have been circled. English translation of the main
cities were added.

The following is a translation into English
of the Hebrew and Arabic writing that
appears on the map!

ISRAEL DEFENCE. ARMY

Civilian Administration - Judea and Samaria

Proposed Regional Plan for Roads No. 50

Officer in charge of the Interior-Planning
Department in the District of Judea and
Saaiarla

Prepared by Department of Public Works -
Road Section

Scales 1:100,000

KEY

Main Road

District

Local Road

Intersection
wich bridges

Boundary of
Project

Existing/
Approved Proposed
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As to the second basic consideration namely the interest of
the local population, the following can be said.

The court, has held that it is willing to accept £hat the
commanding officer acts honestly. In other words the burden of
proving that it is otherwise lies on the party claiming this.
The commanding officer in this case acted through the Higher Town
Planning Council. . As has already been discussed the military
authority has amended the local law to exclude the participation
in the creation of a plan even of this magnitude of any local
person, official or body whatsoever. Other matters cpncerning
the interest of the local population which the planning (authority
must, according to Jordanian law, take into consideration in
creating a regional plan were disregarded completely. Indeed no
claim has been made that any participation of or even
consultation with any other local body has been sought. On the
face of it therefore, the qualification and motivation of the
authors of Che plan are suspect. A plan presumed to be done for
the benefit of the local population should at least have been
presented to the local public during the planning stage for
comments, suggestions, additions or amendments. This was not
done at all. The court has held, and it is indeed the J.aw, that
the actions of the military authority must be in accordance with
the local law which can only be amended if such amendment is
justifiable under international law. Since the plan was done not
in accordance with the Jordanian planning law as it exisped on 5
June 1967 but as amended subsequently by Israel (without legal
justification), it cannot be said that the plan was carried but
in accordance with the law in force in the occupied territory.

Despite the fact that the local population neither partici-
pated nor was consulted at any stage in the preparation of the
plan, is t.he plan as it now stands for the benefit of the local
population?

In supporting their claim that the plan is for the benefit of
the local population, the military authorities cited the increase
in the number of cars over the past few years. There is no doube
that this is true. But it does not necessarily follow that such
an increase necessitates the replacement and expansion of
existing roads to the extent proposed. As has already been
mentioned above, the West Bank is served by a network of roads
running from south eo north, 93% of which are payed*, That the
increase in the number of cars should necessitate a comprehensive
change in the road plan from the existing north-south direction
to east-west and an increase of thousands of kilometers more ' of
roads, cannot simply be substantiated by citing an increase in
the number of cars.

But even if it were unquestionably the case that the prsssnt
West Bank road system is (as the Israeli High Court has said)
ageing and needs modernization, why could the proposed roads not
be planned to cause the least amount of damage? A thorough
survey was made by certified surveyors of two kinds of proposed
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roads, an inter-urban road and a road passing through an agricul-
tural area as shown in Map 2. The parts of these two roads that
have been surveyed constitute only 3.37. of the entire area of the
roads mentioned in the road plan (Map 1). It was found that the
damage that will be caused by the 20^kilometers of road that were
surveyed amounted to damage to 1568 dunums* of land cultivated
with citrus, olives, almonds, etc. as well as the destruction of
36 houses (excluding the destruction of part of the Nur Shams
Refugee Camp), the destruction of the entire Fara'a irrigation
schemes (note that the regulations do not allow placing pipes
below the road) which gives water to slightly over 16,000 dunums
of land, the destruction of an entire refugee camp along with the'
destruction on the way of many installations. All of this damage
is only in the actual path. That to be caused by the setback is
also as extensive- The tables appended to this list the full
extent of the damage, which amounts to over tern'million Jordanian
dinars (approximately $27,000,000).

The survey that was carried out concerned the road passing
through the town of Anabta. It shows how the proposed road will
pass through the town's municipal land causing a restriction of
the possibility of the town's development to the north. When it
is considered that this town is surrounded from the east and west
by agricultural lands on which the town depends for its liveli-
hood and by another village in the south, the seriousness of the
restriction on the town's expansion can be appreciated. The case
of Anabta is not unique. The case of the village of Jbldia is
more tragic. Most of the town's buildings are in the form of a
ribbon along both sides of the existing road which the plan
proposes will be widened. The widening of the road will cause
most of the existing town to disappear if all the houses along
the road are demolished. What should be noted is that in no case
were any of the cities or towns through which the proposed roads
will pass consulted about the path of any road.

It is clear from Map 2 Section A that the road 57 from
Tulkarem to Anabta curves at a certain point. Thereafter the
road causes extensive damage in its path. From an inspection of
the area it seems quite possible that the road could have been
allowed to proceed in a straight line instead of curving. It
would then have been possible to avoid much of the damage that
the proposed road will be causing. One wonders whether the
Israeli planners who prepared the road plan were trying at all to
reduce the damage that the roads they were planning would cause
to the Palestinian inhabitants of the occupied territory. The
evidence proves that this was not at all the case.

* A dunum is approximately 1000 square meters
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THREE; THE POSSIBILITY OF AN ADVISORY OPINION ON THE PROPOSED
ROAD PLAN

The question of the lawfulness of the road plan is a question
of law appropriate for consideration by the International Court
of Justice.

In ruling on the legality of the road plan, the Israeli High
Court gave its own interpretations of international law, as
already discussed above. The world court will be asked to
consider whether or not this interpretation offered by the
Israeli Court is in conformity with customary international law.

In defending the road plan, Israel is putting forward factual
claims that these roads are a necessary long term investment
which are ultimately for the benefit of the local population.
Whether or not this is so is a question of fact which would have
to be considered alongside the question of law. In its Advisory
Opinion on the Western Sahara the International Court of Justice
emphasized that "a mixed question of law and fact is nonetheless
a legal question" for the purpose of giving an advisory opinion
(1975 XGJ Report 12 at paragraph 17).

The determination of the legality of the road plan, although a
significant question in its own right, will also contribute to
the clarification of the more general question of what customary
international law allows an occupier in a long term occupation.
The judicial basis of this decision will be applicable also to
other activities of Israel in the West Bank. This will assist
many countries in arriving at a clearer position as regards
Israeli policies in the occupied territories.

The decision to request the International Court for an
advisory opinion is a political one to be taken by the General
Assembly or the Security Council after a full consideration of
the political advantages and disadvantages of such a course. Any
resolution requesting such an opinion requires a two-thirds
majority vote in the General Assembly and nine affirmative votes,
including the concurring votes of the permanent members, in the
Security Council.

Many resolutions have been passed by the General Assembly of
the United Nations denouncing Israel's policy in the occupied
territories. The debate in the U.N. has become sterile. The
Road plan if implemented will cause extensive damage to the
Pales-tinian population in the West Bank and will create substan-
tial physical changes in the area. A U.N. resolution denouncing
the legality of the plan will be of little practical, effect
because it will be dismissed by Israel as the expression of a
political opinion on a matter of law. If however the
International Court of Justice gives its opinion on the matter
this will provide a solid judicial opinion that cannot be so
easily dismissed by Israel.

The present composition of the world court is more represent
ative of world opinon. Recent success such as in the Namibia
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case and the case of Nicaragua are encouraging. In the latter
case, the court has made a preliminary order holding that pending
the court's final decision, the United States should desist from
any action endangering access to or from Nicaraguan ports and
from any activity that jeopardises the right to sovereignty and
political independence of the republic of Nicaragua.

If the road plan should come before the world court, a
preliminary order should be sought ordering Israel to desist from
implementing the plan pending the court's final decision.

An advisory opinion from the International Court of Justice
that the new Israeli plan for West Bank roads violates
international law could play an important role in resisting
Israel's illegal policies towards the occupied areas.
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REPORT OF THE DAMAGE TO AGRICULTURE
CAUSED BY THE PROPOSED ROAD PLAN NO. SO

IN THE 20 KILOMETERS SURVEYED SHOWN IN MAP. 2

by Amid Wahid Masri *

This report assesses the damage that will be caused by the part of Road
57 as planned by Road Plan No.1 50 from Tulkarem to Anabta and from the area
of Talluza to that of Ghor Al-Fara1. Each of these samples is 10
kilometers in length.

Only the damage caused to agriculture has been assessed. The following
criteria were used for assessment:

Criteria used to assess the value of land

a. Price which nearby land fetched in the last 12 months before the
assessment.

b. Income generated by each dunum - if cultivated or otherwise used.
c. Offers made by purchasers of the land within the last 12 months.
d. Proximity to source of water.

Cultivated areas close to Ghor Al-Fara1 irrigation scheme, for
example, were estimated at 1000 Jordanian dinars per dunum. This
value is double if the area is planted with citrus or banana. I have
not considered the decrease in the value of land due to partition.
But it must be remembered that dividing cultivated land by the road
will diminish the productivity of the land because having land on two
sides of a road makes farming more complicated and expensive.

II. Criteria used to assess value of artesian wells

a. Discharge of water per hour.
b. Area of land irrigated by well.
c. Depth of well.
d. Size and type of engine.
e. Size and type of pumps.

*Amid Wahid Masri has degrees in Agriculture and Dairy Farm Management from
Britain and the United States. He is presently managing with his father a
farm of 250 dunums including a dairy farm.
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III. Criteria used for assessing value of other agricultural installations

The proposed road will damage along its path several irrigation ponds,
nurseries, etc. In arriving at an assessment of the value of nurseriesi
the size of the land in which the nursery is built, the type and quality of
the structures used and the income generated were all taken into
consideration. The price of the land over which the nursery is built was
also included in the estimate. Thus one nursery in Block 8534 in the
Tulkarem - Anabta section is built over 10 dunums and its structures are of
metal bars. The estimated value of this nursery is 20,000 Jordanian
dinars.

In arriving at an estimate of the value of irrigation ponds and water
reservoirs, the size of the receptacle was taken into consideration, the
amount of water it holds, the material from which it is constructed as well
as the area of land it serves.

The proposed road from Taiiu^d u -Jh-.-r ..1-F.vra1 will destroy the Ghor
Al-Fara1 irrigation scheme. This project was completed in 1956 and
irrigates slightly over 16,000 dunums of land. The tocal annual discharge
of water from the spring is around 15 million cubic meters. This figure
was arrived at by measuring the water flow in 10 meters cubic meters.
Plans were completed and the funds collected for installing pipes to
minimize loss of water by evaporation, but the military authorities have
withheld permission to implement this.

The destruction of. the irrigation scheme will not only affect the 16,000
dunums which are irrigated by it, but will destroy the' nurseries also
because they depend on the low saline content of its water. Water from the
artesian wells in the area is highly saline. The spring water is used by
the farmers for drinking, irrigation and for their livestock. It is not
possible to estimate in monetary terms the loss of the Ghor Al-Fara'
irrigation scheme.



TABLE A - Damage to be caused by the §>;irf off Road 57 shows urn Hap 2 Section
passing from ^nabta to Tulkarem

itouses: One Floor
"Urn- Floors

Citrus Groves

Allmond Orchards

OHve Fields

Cultivated Land

Olive & A]none! Orchards

Nur Shams Refugee Camp

Sports Field

Stone-cutting Factory

Hater Pump

13
5

233 dunlins*

294 dununs

S3 dunuinis

213 dununs

106 dunums

42 dunums

10 dunums

1

1

I

*A dunum is !,000 square meters.



TABLE B - Damage ••• be i aused bv fhe set backs in she par t ol Road "i7 shown on
Nap ? Se< I inn A pas*, inn from Anabra t o Tulkarcm

Houses: One Floor
Two Floors

Citrus Groves

Almond Orchards

Olive Fields

Cultivated Fields

Olive & Almond Orchards

Cultivated & Forested Lands

Forested Land

Artesian Hell

School

Land with houses belonging
to Nurshams Refugee Camp

Sport Field

49
19

150 dunums*

668 dunums

94 dunums

464 dunums

557 dunums

43 dunums

123 dunums

1

1

84 dunums

7 dunums

*A dunum i s 1,000 square rooters.



TABLE C - Showing details of\blocks of land in which is situated tDie daaage to be caused
by proposed Road 57v£ron Tulkarea to Anabta as shown on Map 2 Section A.

Blodk
of
Land
Umber

8544

8523

8505

8522:

©48?

8S24»

3513

8514

8516

8534

8515

8526

853©

-9531!

8533

8530

8506

8488

TOTALS

Houses

One Two
Floor Floors

§ 4

3

4 i

S3 5

Citrus
Groves
(ihintMs)

72

3

16

35

31

16

233

Nut
Trees
(dunuas)

65

58

33

9

I

53

38

12

5

294

Culti-
vated

01 ives Land
(dunuas) (dunuas)

20

18

9

29

26

30

35

23

23

11

11 213

Nuts &
Olives
(dunuas)

93

13

106

Miscellaneous
Installations

$&®n»-eutting factor*

Hursery & water puap

Sport fie^

42 dununs of land on
which are sited houses
belonging to Nurshans
Refugee Canp

?



TABLE D - Showing details of the land in which is situated the damage to bo caused
by the setback imposed by the proposed Road 57 from Tulkarem to Anabta in Map 2 Section A.

Block
of
Land
Number

8498
8486
8544
8^*9*
8523
8505
8522
8487
8524
8528
8514
8516
8534
8515
8526
8520
8519
8540
8538
8537
8531
8533
8529
8530
8513
8518
8517
8506

, TOTALS
I

Houses

One
Floor

6
14

20

1

5

3

49

Two
Floors

4
7

5

1

1
1

19

Citrus
Groves
(dunums')

to

150
150

2

15

23

350

Nut
Trees
(dunums)

15
2

187

110

37

19
65
21

74

13.".

668

01 i ve
Groves
(dunums)

14

18

6
56

94

Culti-
vated
Land
(dunums)

11
20

97
10
54

31

11
70
58

102

464

Culti-
Nuts & vated &
01ives Forested
(dunums) (dunums)

10
100

78

78
59

138

3

33
70

31

557 43

Forest Miscellaneous
(dunums) Installations

•

18
74

Well and School
Sport Field

6
25

123

to



TABLE E - Estimate of financial damage to agriculture to be caused by the part of the proposed
Road 57 and its setbacks from Tulkarem to Anabta as shown on Map 2 Section A.

Block
of
Land
Number

8544

8551

8523

8505

8522

8487

8524

8513

8514

8516

8534

8515

8526

8538

8531

8533

8530

8506

8528

Total

Number
of

Dunums

93

65

78

72

51

9

9

30

79

58

55

43

23

16

35

23

42

76

—

857

Ave rage
Value
per
Dunum
in JD*

1,500

1,000

5,000

20,000

5,000

20,000

5,000

12,000

10,000

5,000

7,000

5,000

7,000

1,000

10,000

10,000

ib.ooo
,30,000

3,000

Total
Value
in JD

139,500

65,000

390,000

1,440,000

255,000

180,000

45,000

360,000

790i000

290,000

385*000

215,000

161,000

16,000

350,000

230,000

420,000

2,280,000

—

8,011,500

Miscellaneous Installations

Wells Nurseries

— —

—

— —

—

— —

— .—

— .—

.—

— .—

.—

50,000 20,000

— .—

— .—

— .—

— .—

— .—

— -_

— -—

— —

50,000 20,000

TOTAL LOSSs

*1 Jordanian

i
to

8,081,500 Jordanian Dinars*

dinar is approximately equivalent to $2.50 at the time oi writing.



TABLE F - Damage to be caused by the part of the Road 57 shown on Map 2 Section B passing
from Talluza to Ghor At-Fara

Houses: One Floor
Two Floors

Ctt«v» eewwee-

Cultivated Fields

Olive Groves

Banana Groves

Miscellaneous
Installations

Length of canal running
along the road

10
8

_, _ .

219 dunums

3 dunums

16 dunums

3 Irrigation Ponds
1 Wheat Mill

9,200 meters

I
M
to



TABLE G - DsMMge to be caused by the setback in the part ©f Road 57 shown on Map 2 Section B
passing From Talluza to Ghor A1-Fara

Houses: One Floor
Two Floors

Citrus Groves

Cultivated Fields

Olive Groves

Banana Groves

Miscellaneous Installations

The length of A1-Far4 Canal
in the setback

The length of Al-Amara Canal
(which branches from Al-Fara)
in the setback

25
6

394 dunums

479 dunums

3 dunums

83 dunums

2 Cement Irrigation
1 Artesian Well
2 Water Pumps
1 Dam at entrance to
1 Natural Spring

800 meters-j

r
1,700 meters-1

Ponds

Canal

Total:
2,500 meters

I
to



TABLE H - Showing details of blocks of lands In which Is situated the damage to be caused
from proposed Road 57 from Tailuza to Chor Al-Fara as shown In Hap 2 Section B

Block
of
Land
Number

Belt-Dajan 1

Beit-DaJan 2

Belt-Dajan 3

Beit-Dajan 4

Belt-Dajan 5

Tailuza 16

Tailuza 25

Al-Fara* 24096

Al-Fara* 24097

Al-Fara* 24080

Al-Fara- 24095

TOTALS

Houses

One Two
Floor Floors

2

4 1

1

1

3

10 2

Citrus
Groves
(dunlins)

28

44

78

It

10

84

2

8

265

Culti-
vated
Land

(dunums)

12

33

13

9

64

7

26

9

22

24

219

Olive
Groves
(dunums)

1

2

3

Banana
Orchards
(dunums)

16

16

Rainfed
(dunums)

32

8

40

MisccIlaneous
Instal1at Ions

Irrigation Pond

Wheat Hill

Irrigation Pond



TABLE I - Showing details of the Sand In which Is situated the damage to be
caused by the setback imposed by the proposed ftoad 37 from Talluza to Ghwr Al-
Fara as shown In Map 2 Section B.

Block
of
Land
Nuaber

Beit-Dajan 1

Beit-Dajan 2

Beit-Dajan 3

Beit-Oajan 4

Beit-Dajan S

Beit-Dajan 6

Tallusa 16

Talluza 25

Al-Fara* 24097

Al-Far.f 24096

Al-Fanf 24080

At-Fara* 24095

TOTALS

Houses

One Two
Floor Floors

9

10

5

1

25

1

i

2

2

6

Citrus
Groves
(dununs)

26

142

82

21

79

30

14

394

Culti-
vated
Land
(dunums)

92

14

104

17

63

5

17

67

22

73

5

479

Olive
Groves
(dunums)

3

> 3

Banana
Orchards
(dunuas)

12

3

68

83

Ralnfed
(dunuws)

10

147

24

181

Hiscellaneous
InstallatIons

Irrigation Pond

Well, Hater Pump

Irrigation Pond

Cement Irrig. Pond

Cement Irrig. Pond
and Water Pump



TABLE J - Estimate of financial damage to agriculture to be caused by the part of the proposed
Road 57 and its setbacks from Talluza to Ghor Al-Fara as shown on Map 2 Section B.

Blo'ck
of
Land
Number

3eit Dajan 1

Beit Dajan 3

Beit Dajan 4

Beit Dajan 5

Beit Dajan 6

Talluza 16

Talluza 25

Al-Fara 24096

Al-Fara 24097

Al-Fara 24080

Al-Fara 24095

Totals

Culti-
vated
.Land
(dunums)

12

33

13

9

64

—

7

26

9

—

22

24

219

Price
per
Dunum
(in JD*)

1,000

lT0O0

1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

Total
Va 1 uc
(in JD)

12,000

33rOOO

13,000

9,000

64,000

— "

7,000

26,000

9,000

—

22,000

24,000

219,000

Trres
(dunums)

-28-

44

78

11

—

10

—

84

2

8

265

Price
per

Dunum
(in JD)

2,000

2,000-

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

Total
Va 1 ue

(in JD)

56-* 009

88,000

156,000

22,000

—

20*000

—

168,000

4,000

16,000

530,000

Pasture
and

Rainfed
(dunums)

-32-•

8

40

Price
per

Dunum
(in JD)

500

500

Total
Va 1 ue
(in JD)

16,000

4,000

20,000

Miscel-
laneous
Insta1-
lat ions

Water
Reser-
voir

Wheat
Mill

Water
Pond

-

Value

(in JD)

.1,000

50,000

6,000

51,000

I
CO

TOTAL LOSS: 826,000 Jordanian Dinars*

*t Jordanian dinar Is approximately equivalent to $2.50 at the ti«e of writing.
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REFORT OF THE DAMAGE CAUSED TO
NON-AGRICULTURAL INSTALLATIONS BY'THE
PROPOSED ROAD PLAN NO. 50 IN THE 20
KILOMETERS SURVEYED SHOWN ON MAP 2

by Tawfiq Farah Jabbarin*

This report is divided into two parts.. In the first part the damage
caused to non-agricultural installations caused by the part of Road 57 from
Tulkarem to Anabta is calculated. The second part deals with the damage to
the part of the same road from Talluza to Al-Fara'. The areas surveyed are
indicated on Map 2.

PART ONEs The Tulkatresh - Anabta Road

Falling within the path of the proposed road are 13 one-.floor houses,
five two-floor houses, one stone-cutting factory and about 42 dunums. of
land over which the Nur Shams refugee camp is built. In the area of the
setback fall 49 one-floor houses, 19 two-floor houses, one school and about
48 dunums of land on which the Nur Shams refugee camp is built.

Except for the refugee camp which is under the supervision of the United
Nations Works and Relief Agency, most of the houses in the area surveyed
fall within the Nablus district zoning area. The average area of each
house is 150 square meters for each floor. The average cost per square
meter of building is 100 Jordanian dinars.

This assessment is arrived at by taking into consideration the cost ot
the licence, the survey, digging the foundations, the building in stone,
the installations9 etc. The average price charged by engineers,
contractors and various technicians in the West Bank for such works have
been taken fully into consideration in arriving at my assessment.

It rouse be noted ehat.no water or sewe.r system serves these houses.
This means that, each hous@ digs i£s own 'well and. cesspool. The average
cost of both is estimated at 400 Jordanian dinars.

These same criteria were used in arriving at the assessment mentioned in
part two of this report.

Parah Jabbarin is an engineer specialised in Town Planning and
He has an office in Hasaallah and practical experience in the

cost of construction generally.
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A. Assessment of the value of the buildings falling within £the path of the
proposed road:

Number of Average Area Built Cost Per Square Value
Houses on in Square Meters Meters, Floorspface in JD

1 Floor: 13 150 100 195,000
2 Floors: 5 (10 floors) 150 100 150,000

The total number of cesspools and wells is 18 (13+5); their total cost
is estimated at JD 7200.

The total damage amounts to JD 352,200 (195,000 + 150,000; + 7,200)

The houses in the Nur Shams Refugee Camp are all cramped with no public
areas, parks or main roads. Between the houses are narrow lanes. This,
being so the average built up area is 70% of the total area. The total
area is 42 dunums. Taking into consideration the inferior quality of
housing in the camp the estimate for each square meter is JD 45.

The built-up area in the camp is 29,400 square meters which is estimated
at JD 1,323,000.

B. Assessment of the value of the buildings falling within che area of the
setback:

Number of Average Area Built Cost per Square! Value
Houses on in Square Meters Meter; Floorspape in JD

1 Floor: 49 150 100 735,000
2 Floors: 19 (38 floors) 150 100 750,000

The total number of cesspools arid wells is 68 (49+19); their total cost
is estimated at JD 27,200.

The total damage amounts to JD 1,332,200 (735,000 + 570,000 + 27,200)

Falling within the path of the proposed road is a stone cutting factory
estimated at JD 150,000.

Falling within the area of setback is a High School which is estimated
at JD 100,000.

The built-up area in the camp lands falling in the area of the. setback
is 58,800 square meters. This is estimated at JD 2,646,000.

PART TWO: The Talluza - Fara1 Road

Falling within the proposed road are 10 one-floor houses and 8 two-floor
houses and one wheat mill.
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In Che area of the setback there are 25 one-floor houses apd 6 two-floor
houses and the village of Ain Shibli.

The same criteria described in Part One were used here to arrive at the
estimations:

Within the path of the proposed street is situated a Wheat.Mill. It is
one of three such Mills in the entire West Bank. It is estimated at JO
100,000.

A. Assessment of the value of the buildings falling within the path of the
proposed road:

Number of Average Area Cost per Value
Houses Built On Square Meter in JD

1 Floor: 10 150 100 \50,000
2 Floors: 3 (16 floors) 150 100 240,000

The total number of cesspools and wells is 18 (8+10). Their total cost
is estimated at JD 7200.

Ths total damage amounts to JD 397,200 (150,000 + 240,000* 7,200)

B. Assessment of value of the building falling within the area of the
setback:

Number of Average Area Cost per Value
Houses Built On Square Meter in JD

1 Floor: 25 150 100 3^5,000
2 Floors: 6 (12 floors) 150 100 18,0,000

The total number of cesspools and wells is 31 (25 + 6). Their total
cost is estimated at JD 12,400.

Within the path of the road and the area of the setback fall around 30
clay houses which are estimated at JD 12,000.

The total damage amounts to JD 579,400 (375,000 + 180,00Q + 12,400 +
12,000),


